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Below are a series of transcripts from old OCR English Language papers, all available at ocr.org.uk. 

For each link there is question (based on the original) which asks learners to consider each interaction in terms of 
language and gender.

Text 1
OCR Unit 651 Section B Task 3 June 2010 (p.6): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/61598-question-paper-unit-f651-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of part of a conversation in which three women friends in their forties and fifties talk about 
the words they used when they were growing up for particular rooms in their homes. Explore how the women use 
language here to interact and to express particular attitudes, paying close attention to the ways in which they support 
each other to make the conversation successful.

Annabel: MY parents would have called it the DRAWing room actually when we were  
growing up

 // 

Caroline:  yeah cos there was never a TELLy

Annabel:  it was the DRAWing room 

 //

Joanna: WE had a telly and that was (.) i dont know what we called (.) the study the
  STUDY had a television

 // 

Annabel: we had a teleVISion room speCIFically for the children to watch 
 television in

Caroline:  yeah

Joanna:  we didnt HAVE a SITTing room

 //

Caroline:  we had a DRAWing room which was for POSH

Joanna: but (.) /ʤ/ә/ know caroline (.) we had (.) i think we called it a sitting room because we realised 
we can’t call it a room a drawing room in OUR little houses so we’ve had to 

  //

Annabel:  yes exactly (.) i think thats right.

Joanna:  so we’ve had to 

   //

Caroline:    adapt 

Joanna:  we’ve had to create another room and (.) we’re not going to call it a LOUNGE 
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Annabel:  /l/au/n/ʤ/ is OUT

Joanna: we’re not going to call it front room (.) so we’ve developed this SITTing room  
which is sort of (.) okay

 // 

Annabel:  a half way house

Caroline: no (1) my mother called her (.) our telly room the sitting room

Joanna:  oh did she 

 //

Caroline: yeah (.) but i i think erm (.) DRAWing room comes from WITHdrawing doesn’t it 

 //

Joanna:  yes

Annabel:  yes 

Joanna:  yes (.) you WITHdrew from the dining room

Annabel: but really only today (.) only quite sort of grand houses really qualify (.) for having a drawing room (.) 
you know

 // 

Joanna:  well houses in the COUNtry would have a drawing room

Annabel:  but it would depend on the house in the country 

Joanna:  yes 

Annabel:  it would have to be a fairly subSTANTial size

Caroline: yes (1) i mean (.) MY house in the country doesnt have one 

 //

Annabel:  you (.) you couldnt say (.) you know (.) LILS 
 COTtage (.) would have a drawing room

// 

Joanna:  no no no

Caroline:  no (.) right

Transcription key: 

(.) = micro-pause 
(1) = length of pause in seconds 
UPPER CASE = stress / increased volume 
// = speech overlap 
/l/au/n/ʤ/ = phonemic representation of speech sounds
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Text 2
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 4 Jan 2011 (p. 8): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/58112-question-paper-unit-f651-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of part of a conversation in which three women friends in their forties are talking about clothes and 
the impressions they create. Explore how the women use language here to interact and to express particular attitudes, 
paying close attention to the ways in which they support each other to make the conversation successful.

Jane:  well i put a pair of those hipster jeans on in the shop 

 //

Dana:  i know the sort 

 //

Jane: when i was over in december and you know 
 they were they really were literally here [points]

Lesley:  mm

Jane: and i was wearing a top and and the girl assistant went (.) /aυ/ (.) /væ/ looks /reәli/ NICE (1)  
and (.) i looked at her (.) and i said

 // 

Dana:  yeah

Jane:  i’m FORTY TWO (.) and i’ve had three children (1) how can that (.) look really nice 

 //

Lesley: yeah (.) yeah 

 // 

Dana:  mm

Jane:  it just doesnt (1) you know that (1) why are you saying that 

Lesley:  yeah 

Jane:  and she said (.) WELL (.) its the LOOK

Lesley:  the look 

 //

Dana:  like (.) when your bellys hanging out [laughs]

Jane:  and i just went 

 //

Lesley:  how come its the look if it doesnt look nice 

 //

Jane:  it just doesn’t
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Dana:  if twenty two year olds put them on (.) THEY wouldnt look (.) slaggy or (.) slutty

Jane:  yes (.) i dont like that look at all

Dana:  but it depends on the whole image 

 //

Jane:  the whole thing

Lesley:  yeah the whole

Jane: cos you can get you can have you can get a sort of thing about your looks (.) makes you think (.) HMM (.) 
not only is she dressed shabbily or or (.) whatever (.) but shes actually a (.) a slut

Dana:  you mean /ʃæbli/ as in the wine chablis 

Lesley:  no(1)shabbily 

Jane:  shabby shes shabby she

Dana:  oh shabbily (.) shabbily 

 //

Jane:  [laughs] shes dressed in a /ʃæbli/ way 

 //

Dana: ah shabby shabby

Transcription key 

(.) = micro-pause 
(1) = length of pause in seconds 
UPPER CASE = increased volume 
underlining = stressed sound/syllable 
[italics] = paralinguistic features 
// = speech overlap
/ʃæbli/ = phonemic representation of speech sound
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Text 3
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 3 Jan 2012 (p.6): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/79548-question-paper-unit-f651-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of part of a conversation involving three young men who live in a city in the North of England. 
Explore how they use language here to interact with one another and to share ideas and attitude, assessing how 
cooperative and/or competitive the conversation is a whole.

Nathan: you see me (.) /әm/ all in black hooded up (.) /әm/ six foot three (1) so when /ә/ walk at night and people 
look back they start to run innit (1) so really theyre not thinking (1) oh (1) they look at that boy over there 
/i/ looks tall (.) specially /iz/ black (.) oh /ә/ think /iz/ mean (.) /ә/ dont wanna go near /im/ (.) /ә/ dont 
wanna see /im/ in a alleyway at night (.) so usually when /әm/ walking ome late at night with ma hood up 
/ә/ just see people they cross the street for no reason then cross back over when /әm/ in ma yard (.) and  
(.) and stuff like that 

 //

Leon: the appearance is (.) just erm a LOOK (.) pass and go (.) thats what your appearance is but when you talk to 
somebody (.) when somebodys doin a bad act (.) dressed the same way as YOU dress (.) theyre just gonna 
class you all as everyone who dresses that way is doin a bad act

 // 

Nathan:  /dςә/ know what /ә/ mean thats what /әm/
 saying

Jamal: when you look at (.) criminals (.) the people that you’d be scared of would probably be people who are big 
like (.) dark figures (.) people like you two [laughs] the hoods up and that (1) but you’ll find (.) if you know 
your stuff (.) the nutters (.) the people you really want to watch out for (.) theyre not normally like that (.) 
theyre normally like some little guys just inconspicuous (.) you dont know when theyre gonna just  
flip out (1) /dςә/ know what /ә/ mean (1) like

 // yeah yeah

Leon:  // 

Jamal: like a bit ago (.) when /ә/ was just working in ma bar (.) the whole place got smashed up (.) 
 glasses thrown everywhere (.) all sorts of stuff (.) and you wouldnt expect it because (.) they were all (.) 

what (.) all about five foot eight skinny little (.) guys about probably about forty odd [laughs] /dςә/ know 
what /ә/ mean (1) theyre not you wouldnt think oh my god i ope these guys arent gonna do anything

Transcription key:

(.) = micro-pause 
(1) = length of pause in seconds 
// = speech overlap 
/dςә/ = phonemic representation of speech sounds 
UPPER CASE = increased volume 
underlining = stressed sound/syllable 
[italics] = paralinguistic features
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Text 4
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 4 Jan 2012 (p.8): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/79548-question-paper-unit-f651-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of a conversation between four university students, two female and two male, discussing jobs 
they have done in their holidays. Explore how they use language to interact with one another and to share ideas and 
attitudes, assessing how cooperative and/or competitive the conversation is a whole.

Jason: i drove a lorry once 

{Alex:  [laughs]

{Hannah: [laughs]

Shannon:  did you 

 //

Jason:  i had to drive a removal van in the summer

 //

Alex: jason has got the most hysterical cee vee (.) honest to god 

Hannah:  [laughs] 

Shannon:  [laughs]

Jason:  coz like i always work for agencies

 //

Alex:  you should listen to what /i:z/ done 

 //

Jason:  what have i done 

 //

Alex:  what (.) some of 

the jobs (.) he comes back (.) i (.) every summer /jә/ (.) and /jә/ go [imitates sarcastic voice] SO (.) JASON (.) 
what have you worked at this year (1) [own voice] and /i:z/ like [imitates Jason’s voice] well (.) this year i was 
a removal man then i worked in a library (1) [own voice] or no (.) what was it /jә/ did

 // 

Jason:  what /әv/ i done (.) ive ive worked

 //

Alex:  you were

 //

Jason:  ive worked in a pet shop then i

 // 

Learner Resource 12
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Hannah: thats dead cute

Alex:  youve done hundreds 

 //

Jason:  then i i picked mushrooms 

 //

Hannah:  then /jә/ picked 

 //

Jason:  then

 //

Shannon:  mushrooms

Jason:  yeah (.) for about three weeks 

 //

Hannah:  for (.) like (.) a restaurant or something 

 //

Jason:  and then quit because it was so awful

Hannah:  for like a restaurant or something 

 //

Jason:  no (.) just (.) like (.) just in like these 

 //

Alex: no (.) just in a big FIELD 

[laughs]

Shannon:  /fә/ this /fә/ fun or was this /jә/ 

 //

Jason: massive eh 

 //

Shannon:  was this your employment

Jason:  this was my employment (.) yeah

Transcription key
(.) = micro-pause 
(1) = length of pause in seconds 
// = speech overlap 
/i:z/ = phonemic representation of speech sound 
UPPER CASE = increased volume 
underlined = stressed sound/syllable 
[italics] = paralinguistic features
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Text 5
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 3 June 2013 (p.6): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/175030-question-paper-unit-f651-01-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of a conversation between two young men, Lew and his friend Matt. They are trying to work out 
what is wrong with Lew’s Land Rover. Explore how the two men use language to find out what is wrong with the vehicle, 
playing close attention to how they co-operate in order to find a solution.

Matt:  so (.) anyway (.) whats wrong with the landy

Lew:  runs at high revs (.) although /jә/ can hear it missing

 //

Matt:  hmm

Lew: runs rough as a rusty outrigger when /jә/ start to back off the gas (.)  
let your foot off and

 //

Matt:  hmm

Lew:  let your foot off and she stops

Matt:  hmm (1) carb blockage or knackered leads that sounds like

Lew: heres the best bit (1) it has new points (.) new condenser (.) new rotor arm new cap

 //

Matt:  [laughs]

Lew: yeah [laughs] new cap new leads new plugs (.) the carb has been cleaned to a sheen and put back on the 
manifold with new gaskets

 //

Matt:  is the inlet

 //

Lew: its done this before and then it (.) suddenly it fixed itself (.) i think it might be 
 an earth strap or (.) or something (.) but next step is to replace the coil

Matt:  is the inlet or exhaust manifold /liәkin/

Lew: it did look like the inlet manifold had an air leak round one of the studs (.) /jәnәυ/ (.) where the exhaust 
joins it (.) so i undid that and put some gasket material below it and then 

 //

Matt:  not running too lean or rich

Lew: why would it suddenly change from being perfect (2) i fired it up and took her down the track (1) she was /
rәnin/ absolutely sweet as a nut as per usual (1) got to the bottom of the track (.) BAM (.) the problems start

Matt: sounds like a leak that (.) the (.) that opens up as the engine warms up 
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Lew: still does it from cold 

Matt: okay

Lew: im not sure (.) ive got a few more leads (1) if all else fails ill get the mechanic chappy round the farm to 
have a look at it (.) or wait for her to stop being in a strop and cure herself

 // 

Matt: [laughs]

Lew: yeah [laughs] wait for her to cure herself (1) as she usually does

Transcription key

(1) = pause in seconds 
(.) = micro-pause 
/liәkin/ = phonemic representation of speech sounds 
underlined = stressed sound/syllable(s)
[italics] = paralinguistic features 
// = speech overlap 
UPPER CASE = increased volume

Text 6
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 4 June 2013 (p.8): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/175030-question-paper-unit-f651-01-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of a conversation between two women in their early twenties. Explore the ways in which the two 
speakers use language to show they understand one another.

Nikki: my dads bought a sunbed [laughs] 

 //

Anoushka:  has /i:/ (1) for the (.) the house 

 //

Nikki:  [laughs] i know 

 //

Anoushka:  for the house

Nikki:  yeah i know

Anoushka: that is just WRONG

Nikki: its NOT (.) well (.) hes not even bought it (.) its like the couple next door (.) yeah (.) theyre getting rid 
of their old one (.) cause it was like faulty (.) so they bought a new one

 // 

Anoushka:  [laughs]
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Nikki: and they were throwing the old one out (.) so /mә/ dad said (.) aw (.) /jәnәυ/ (.) ill have that (1) 
[laughs] and er (.) it makes him stripey (.) but its

 //

Anoushka:  cos its faulty

 // 

Nikki: uh huh (.) but its like a proper 

 //

Anoushka:  BUT ITS FAULTY 

Nikki: yeah (.) but its like (.) a proper like lie in it and pull the lid down job (1) its like a proper like (.) sunbed 
(2) but it just makes him stripey [laughs]

Anoushka:  why does he want a (.) a sunbed anyway 

 //

 Nikki:  i have ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA [laughs] 

 //

Anoushka: its a bit vain isnt it [laughs]

Nikki: im goin (.) DAD (.) who are you foolin [laughs] and im goin (.) its really bad for you (.) and hes goin 
(.) oh /jәnәυ/ (.) its not that bad for you (.) and im goin (.) /jәnәυ/ (.) well (.) worse for you than 
cigarettes (.) i would say [laughs]

 //

Anoushka: its something like (.) erm (.) if /jә/ go less than four times a year (.) its not 
meant to have (.) like (.) a a too negative

 // 

Nikki:  mmm hmm

 //

Anoushka: like (.) effect on /jә/ (.) but any more 
 than that its meant to be really

 //

Nikki: i just dont 

 like the idea of like (.) heres a box (.) get in it (.) and were goin to stew /jә/ with ultra violet light

Anoushka:  but i think 

 //

Nikki:  and (.) /jәnәυ/ its 

 //

Anoushka: but i think id like one of the erm SAD boxes (.) 
 i think that would be 
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 // 

Nikki:  the (.) like (.) the seasonal affective disorder jobs

 // 

Anoushka:  yeah (.) i think that would be quite nice

Nikki:  yeah yeah (.) thatd be nice (2) but when weve got that wallpaper (1) like my  
little brother told us about (1) the stuff where its the ambient lighting and  
its the wallpaper

 // 

Anoushka:  yeah (.) we could

 // 

Nikki: then it could be sunny all the time

Transcription key:

(1) = pause in seconds 
(.) = micro-pause 
underlined = stressed sound/syllable(s) 
/jәnәυ/ = phonemic representation of speech sounds 
[italics] = paralinguistic features
// = speech overlap 
UPPER CASE = increased volume

 = rising intonation 
 = falling intonation
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Text 7
OCR unit F651 Section B Task 4 June 2011 (p.8): http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/58596-question-paper-unit-f651-the-
dynamics-of-speech.pdf

This is a transcription of part of a radio programme about dangerously high levels of lead being found in the water 
supplied to newly-built houses. Here Cameron and Meg are describing how their son Brandon was affected. Explore how 
the two speakers use language here to describe problems the family has faced, paying close attention to the ways in 
which they collaborate to tell their story.

Cameron:  its a detached house (.) weve got a property to ourselves (.) it was a a (.) kind of (.)  
dream home (1) and weve also kind of worked hard to get to this stage

 //

Meg: /ә/ knew right away (.) /ә/ wanted this house (.) /ә/ just walked in and the carpets had just been laid 
that day (.) practically (.) and we came in and (.) brandon just kind of went WOW (.) this house is BIG

Cameron: /i:z/ always been an active wee boy (.) he was always into something (.) just a normal young lad /ә/ 
would say (.) always up to mischief and the usual (.) but eh into that time he started becoming really 
nauseous and tired (.) and not wanting to play (.) very anaemic (.) sore heads (.) sick every night sort 
of thing (1) and it was constant (.) it wasnt getting any better

 //

Meg: he had TERRible stomach cramps (.) and we actually had him in bed with us 
 every night because we were so worried (.) we didnt want to leave him himself (.) because /i:/ was 

just being sick (.) constantly

Cameron:  /i:/ was at the doctor practically every day (.) we had him at the doctors and tried (.) different 
antibiotics (.) tried different tests and things on him

 //

Meg: we changed EVERYthing (.) we changed his 
 toothpaste (.) didnt we (.) we changed his toothbrush (.) we tried different drinks with him (1) 

nothing worked (1) we were getting desperate

 //

Cameron: we tried thinking (.) basically (.) what he done that we didnt (1) and 
 after (.) /ә/ dont know how many hours (.) meg sort of said to me (.) what about the water (.) 

because she had mentioned that before (1) and the only thing we could come up with that he 
done that we didnt was (.) used the tap in the en suite toilet upstairs

Meg: we’d kind of made that into brandons bathroom (1) cameron had made him a wee step up to the 
sink (.) and /i:/ had a wee routine (.) at night (.) with his dad (1) /i:/ went in and brushed his teeth (.) 
and in the morning he brushed his teeth downstairs after his breakfast (.) and and (.) things

Cameron:  he was more seriously ill at night (.) which led us to think it must be that particular tap

Meg: /ә/ stopped him using it THAT NIGHT (1) and the sickness stopped THAT NIGHT

Cameron: if we hadnt sat down ourselves (.) and tried to work out what the problem was (.) and meg hadnt 
come up with the idea that it might have been the en suite toilet (.) we would /neәvәr/ have known 
(1) and we (.) /neәvәr/ have known (.) and we would still be drinking lead contaminated water years 
down the line
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 // 

Meg:  yeah (.) contaminated water

Cameron: and if if it had that severe an effect (.) on /mә/ wee boy and /mә/self (.) over a short period of time 
(.) what would the damage have been after a long period (.) a couple /ә/ years (.) ten years (1) we 
dont know (.) we would /neәvәr/ (.) /eәvәr/ (.) have known

Transcription key 

(.) = micro-pause 
(1) = length of pause in seconds 
UPPER CASE = increased volume 
underlining = stressed sound/syllable 
[italics] = paralinguistic features 
// = speech overlap 
/eәvәr/ = phonemic representation of speech sounds
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